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1. CONSTRUCTORS AWARD...14 Sept

Can we build it? YES WE CAN!
But did we build it? Errr...maybe

VHF - USB Net Wednesdays 1930
144.150MHz

There are no committee Minutes as they, once again, did not have a quorum. At least there was a General
Meeting this time!
Many thanks to Bill Cousins for the photos from the recent Lighthouse Weekend. Rob Carter has more photos but
I was unable to access them and my request for a direct link was not answered before this newsletter went to
print. Perhaps he will be able to send some for the next issue.
I also have some photos from Ian Conway, on his construction for the award, but these will be shown as part of
the competition - hopefully he is not the only entrant - so they will be in the next newsletter.
Apparently there were more aerials later on and the weather improved for Lighthouse Weekend.
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MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB GENERAL MEETING EOC
10th August 2017 at 19:32 Hours
Present: Grant Simpson (Chair), Ken Hynds, Tom Corbett, Bernie Lankshear, Ken Menzies, Ron & Helen Harris,
Pete Corbett, Don Jamieson, Ian Conway, Lara McIntyre, Kevin Berg, Rob Carter
Apologies: Paul Rennie, Gerard Van Antwerpen, Bill Cousins, Don Laing, Stuart Watchman, Rob Carpenter
Pete & Tom Corbett, from Picton, are our newest members and they introduced themselves to the meeting.
Correspondence: None
Finances: Pay NZART
REPORTS:
Ward Repeater; A letter of introduction of who we are and why we are requesting permission to shift our repeater
at Weld Cone to Hollow Top has been sent, through Marlborough Lines, to the owner of the Hollow Top property.
Marlborough Lines already have a site on Hollow Top and have no objection to us being sited nearby. Indeed,
they are helping us with our application with this introduction.
The Ned Repeater; It is suspected this repeater has a faulty antenna. This will be replaced as soon as people are
available and weather permits.
GENERAL BUSINESS:
Lighthouse Weekend; Ian Conway, Kevin Burg, Rob Carter, Don Jamieson and Bill Cousins expressed
intentions to go out to Cape Campbell and participate in this activity.
Remote HF; A request was made to anyone using it to let someone in the club know how successful their
operating has been and any suggestions they may have on changes or improvements.
The Ned Antenna; This was discussed and Helen Harris moved that we purchase a replacement for the faulty
antenna. Seconded by Ian Conway, this motion was passed.
Kiw isat; Rob Carter asked if there was any club interest in support towards Kiwisat as they need funds for further
work. There was a short discussion but no decision was made.
Meeting closed: 8.30pm

Are you in with a chance to win this
magnificent trophy on Thursday?
Hopefully there will be a selection of
entries on which to vote!
Get your entry finished ASAP and
bring it along on Thursday.
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LIGHTHOUSE WEEKEND - 2017
After a foreboding forecast prior to the event, the weather conditions at Cape Campbell for the weekend of 19/20 th
August were actually quite good!
Three intrepid operators (Ian Conway, Rob Carter and Bill Cousins) ventured forth on the Saturday and were
joined at the Cape by Kevin, ZL1CS, who had brought the family out for the day. We set up Rob’s 80m Windom
dipole, along with a multiband HF vertical and a VHF/UHF vertical for the National system. This was not an
onerous task a s the wind was light and although cloudy, conditions were not cold.
After refurbishment for the movie, the accommodation is very tidy and comfortable and made for a relaxing
weekend. Our first contact was with ZL2LHW, located at Karori Rock, almost within line-of-sight. Thence followed
a further 39 HF and several National system contacts before QRT just after 1pm on Sunday. These included all of
the active New Zealand lighthouse stations (Karori Rock, Pencarrow, Bean Rock, Cape Egmont, Piha, Cape
Reinga and Kaitaki Point ) as well as a number of the Australian stations active for the occasion. The furthest
away of the latter were VK6CLL (Cape Lewin) and VK8GM (Cape Cod).
DX included E51GHS (Cook Islands), FK4QX (New Caledonia), W5FMH (Texas) and N7EKD (Oregon). A Turkish
lighthouse station was heard but they could not hear us. Conditions were good and there was no shortage of
stations to work. Bill woke at 2.30am and decided to have a quick listen but didn’t return to the sack until near
4am such was the activity at that time. Already a couple of e-qsl’s have been received and responded to.
Rain and strong winds through the night had abated somewhat by dawn and even the sunshine appeared when it
was time to dismantle the station.
The experience is to be recommended and the facilities such that more people can be accommodated easily and
comfortably. The booking has already been made for next year, so keep the event in mind!
- Bill Cousins (both article and pics)
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Did you all see the article in The Sun, dated Friday, August 18th? If not, here is what it said…
SEARCH & RESCUE HONOURS MEMBER
Local man Paul Rennie has been honoured for his dedication and service
to the Marlborough Search & Rescue (MSAR) Group on Tuesday night.
Paul received the Ken Large Memorial Trophy, celebrating his service as a
member of the MSAR committee and as a member of the Marlborough
Amateur Radio Emergency Communications.
He was described as being a ‘resolutely reliable constant in the delivery of
reliable radio communications to our group, both in training and during
search and rescue operations.’
“Paul is willing to man radios at any hour of the day or night and it is
always reassuring to hear his voice back at base during long, cold, dark
nights in the bush.”

Photo - Garth Haylock
Paul with Marlborough Search & Rescue chairperson Julia Eason
WELD CONE REPEATER FORAY JUNE 2017
Paul ZL2RE and Ian ZL2BGL travelled to Weld Cone, the Club’s most southerly repeater site, out of curiosity to
see how the site had faired in the November earthquakes.
It doesn’t cease to amaze me as to what Mother Nature can throw up to excite we mere humans, the sight of the
sea coast pushed up 2 metres or so at Ward beach and the changes you will note in the attached photos are truly
amazing.
Note that the antenna pole behind the repeater
shed is actually vertical and not affected by the
quakes. Also note that the lean on the Spark shed
is genuine quake damage, it is still in operation
apparently.
If you look at the photo looking into the shed, the
batteries luckily are on the downhill side of the
shed and less likely to plough into the filters. The
equipment all seemed to be anchored and should
do its duty for the foreseeable future.
- Story and pics courtesy of Ian, ZL2BGL
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